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THE BOOK 

Through read-along, rhythmic text and colourful images of all types 
of shoes, we follow Grandma from her home country, wearing her 
'roaming shoes and weary shoes', on a boat with her 'salty but free 
shoes' and into her new life where she wears 'tiny shoes, school 
shoes, red shoes and blue shoes'. Yet her memories remain with the 
'scratched and scuffed shoes' in the cupboard -- the 'weary little pair 
that led her here'. This story of migrating to a new life is told gently 
through the delightful, vibrant illustrations and the theme of shoes 
that dance their way through this wonderful book. This sensitively 
told story encourages children to understand the plight felt by 
refugees, in the past and today, and to appreciate the contribution 
that refugees have made in shaping this nation.  

WHY WE CHOSE THIS BOOK 

There are many books about refugees and their journeys to freedom 
and a new land but this one really captured our imagination. The 
bright illustrations by Christina Huynh, (an Australian illustrator who 
grew up listening to her family’s tales of their journey from Vietnam 
as refugees) give life to the inanimate shoes who have their own 
stories to tell. Coral Vass was inspired to write this story from the 
adage “walk a mile in someone’s shoes” and we feel this is the 
perfect motif to convey the story of a refugee. A non-fiction section 
at the back of the book, which includes definitions of ‘refugee’, 
‘asylum seeker’ and ‘migrant’, looks at the mass arrival of 
Vietnamese refugees by boat in the 1970s as an example of the 
story of Australian refugees. There is much to discuss with students 
after reading this book. 

Teachers’ notes available here: 
https://www.newsouthbooks.com.au/books/grandmas-treasured-
shoes/ 
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